


What is the weather like in the area
where you live? Is it cold and snowy? Is
it hot and humid? Now think about why
the weather is that way. It might surprise
you to learn that the weather where you
live may have developed thousands of
kilometers away.

2 One important factor that affects
weather all over the world is air masses.
An air mass is a large body of air tllat has
almost the same temperature, pressure, and
humidity throughout.

VReadlng Check

2. An air mass has the same
properties __.
a. everywhere in the air mass
b. as the United States
c. as all other air masses

3 Air masses can form either in warm
areas or in cold areas. Tropical air masses
form in warmer areas. Some form near the
eq,uator. Some tropical air masses form in
areas closer to the southern United States.
Polar air masses form in colder areas, such
as northern parts of Canada.

4 Air masses can form either over land
or over oceans. Maritime air masses form
over oceans. These air masses are humid
because they have picked up water from
the ocean. Continental air masses form
over land. These air masses are dry.

VReadlng Check

3. A air mass forms in warm
areas.
a. continental
b. polar
c. tropical
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5 Air masses are described by both their
temperatures and the areas in which they
form. Four main types of air masses affect
the weather in the United States. If you
tllink about the meanings of tlle words
tropical, pola1; maritime, and continental,
you can understand the properties of each
type of air mass.

6 Maritime tropical air masses are humid
and warm. They form over tlle oceans.
Maritime tropical air masses affect weatller
in the eastern and central United States.
They also affect weather on the West Coast.
A maritime tropical air mass can bring high
temperatures and heavy rains to an area.

VReadlng Check

4. Maritime tropical air masses affect the
United States.

a. eastern, central, and western
b. central, western, and northern
c. northern, eastern, and central

7 Maritime polar air masses are humid
and cool. One that forms over the North
Atlantic Ocean affects weather in the
northeastern states. One that forms over
the North Pacific Ocean affects weather
along the West Coast. A maritime polar air
mass can bring cool and rainy weather to
an area.

VReadlng Check
5. Maritime polar air masses often bring

weather to an area.
a. dry and cool
b. sunny and dry
c. cool and wet

8 A continental tropical air mass is dry
and hot. This type of air mass forms in the
summer over Mexico. A continental tropical
air mass can bring hot, dry weather to tlle
southern plains of the United States.
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9 A continental polar air mass is dry
and cold. This type of air mass forms over
Canada. A continental polar air mass can
bring cold, dry weather to the central and
eastern United States.

10 Air masses can also be changed by the
land or water over which they travel. For
example, as a continental polar air mass
moves south, it becomes wanner. When it
moves over the ocean, it picks up moisture.

Word Study

These huge air masses caus·e and change
the weather in the United States and all
over the world.

VReadlng Check

6. A __ air mass is hot and dry.
a. continental polar
b. continental tropical
c. maritime polar

. Comparatives The comparative form of an adjective compares two
persons or things. Many one-syllable adjectives form the comparative by
adding -er. Many two or more syllable adjectives form the comparative by
using more before the adjective.

a hard rock
an awful storm

a harder rock
a more awful storm

Write the term 01' terms that form the comparative of each of the
adjectives in bold type.

7. warm This air mass is than the other one.
8. dry Continental air masses are __ than tropical ones.
9. buoyant The warm air is __ than the cold air.

10. humid Today is __ than yesterday.
11. difficult The weather is __ to predict here than in desert areas.
12. stable The cold air mass is than the warm air mass.
13. close The tropical air mass formed __ to the eq,uator than the poles.
14. accurate The forecast is __ today than last week.
15. calm The wind yesterday was __ than it is today.
16. cold The polar air is __ than the tropical air.
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mT Maritime Tropical
mP Maritime Polar
cT Continental Tropical
cP Continental Polar

Maps Maps contain a lot of data. Be sure you know what area the
map represents. Look at the title and key to see what the labels
represent.

17. The arrows show how
the air masses
A. fall
B. rise
C. stop
D. move

18. The continental polar air mass shown on the map generally moves in which
direction?
A. east
B. west
C. south
D. north

19. Which type of air mass has the greatest effect on the southeastern
United States?
A. maritime polar
B. maritime tropical
C. continental polar
D. continental tropical

tesl Tip

Siandardized Tesl Practice

Multiple Choice Use
the map to answer the
q,uestions.


